OceanLED Announces Winners of Social Media Photo Contest

Fort Lauderdale, Fla. – June 24, 2013 – OceanLED, a global provider of marine lighting, today announced the winners of its Peter Miller/Memorial Day Photo Contest. Facebook fans of Peter Miller Fishing and OceanLED were invited to submit their own photos for a chance to win a pair of OceanLED’s Amphibian A6Pro underwater lights. The contest comprised of three categories; family, fishing and fun, generated significant social media engagement and over 40 photo entries.

Photos were submitted until May 31, and voting ran from June 1 through June 7. Winners each chose the color of lights they wanted for their boat. The winners included:

- Eric Alvarez, who won the “Family” category with a photo of his family on their boat;
- Jim Hoang, whose photo of two young girls’ big catch won the “Fishing” category; and
- Ashley Rowe, whose photo of a line of boats on the water won the “Fun” category.
“It was a fun contest and great seeing all the fan’s photos streaming in. Each of us had our own favorites here at OceanLED, but the fans ultimately chose the winners,” said Susan James OceanLED marketing manager.

About OceanLED
OceanLED is the most popular and most widely distributed marine lighting brand in the world. The UK-based company’s product line serves a multitude of uses on board for all sizes of boats; from 3 meter RIBS to the largest of superyachts. Continuing projects at some of the world’s most prestigious boat yards and boat builders, along with a loyal dealer network across the globe, are testament to OceanLED’s advanced technical achievements, industry recognition and constant pursuit of excellence in the field of marine lighting. For more information about OceanLED in the USA call (954) 523-2250 or visit www.oceanled.com.